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Perl Medic : Transforming Legacy CodeAddison Wesley, 2004
Bring new power, performance, and scalability to your existing Perl code!
Today's Perl developers spend 60-80% of their time working with existing Perl code. Now, there's a start-to-finish guide to understanding that code, maintaining it, updating it, and refactoring it for maximum performance and reliability. Peter J. Scott, lead author of...
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Visio 2007 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Visio® 2007 Bible is as comprehensive a guide to the popular Microsoft diagramming software as a book of less than 1000 pages can be. Covering both Visio Standard and Visio Professional, this book explains Visio fundamentals as well as more advanced techniques that help you master any type of diagram. It also describes in detail how to use each...
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Professional Joomla! (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
As a major force in the world of affordable, advanced web site deployment, Joomla! has become the most important noncommercial Content Management System (CMS) in the world. The number of Joomla! downloads and add-ons continues to grow at lightning pace, spurring the need for a resource that explores the diverse needs of professional Joomla!...
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70-685: Windows 7 Enterprise Desktop Support Technician Updated First Edition Lab Manual (Microsoft Official Academic Course)John Wiley & Sons, 2011


	The Windows 7, Enterprise Desktop Support Technician title of the Microsoft Official

	Academic Course (MOAC) series includes two books: a textbook and a lab manual. The

	exercises in the lab manual are designed either for a virtual machine environment or for

	classroom use under the supervision of an instructor or lab aide. In an...
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Learning Windows Server 2003O'Reilly, 2004
Microsoft's server-oriented Windows operating systems have grown by leaps and bounds in their capabilities, complexities, and sheer number of features since the release of Windows NT Server in the early 1990's. With each release, system administrators have found themselves grappling with new concepts, from domains, directory...
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Microsoft Windows Security Fundamentals: For Windows 2003 SP1 and R2Digital Press, 2006
This is the first of two books serving as an expanded and up-dated version of Windows Server 2003 Security Infrastructures for Windows 2003 Server R2 and SP1 & SP2. The authors choose to encompass this material within two books in order to illustrate the intricacies of the different paths used to secure MS Windows server networks. 
...
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LINQ For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Link up with LINQ and see how you can query almost anything!    

    So you're the inquisitive type? LINQ answers your biggest query — "Why can't I develop database and XML queries in a language I already know?" This book introduces you to LINQ and the .NET Framework technologies, so you can use LINQ to...
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Textpattern Solutions: PHP-Based Content Management Made EasyFriends of Ed, 2007
Textpattern is a powerful, PHP-based content management system that allows you to build pretty much any kind of data-driven website quickly and easily. It is very popular among designers and developers alike, and has an active community of users. Sound good? Well, you're in luckthe book you're holding now shows you how to use every aspect of...
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MCSE 70-294 Exam Prep: Planning, Implementing, and Maintaining a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Active Directory Infrastructure (2nd Edition)Que, 2006
This book is designed to cover all the objectives that Microsoft created for this exam, thereby helping you meet your certification goals by preparing you for Exam 70-294. It doesn’t offer end-to-end coverage of Active Directory in Windows Server 2003; rather, it helps you develop the specific core competencies that Microsoft says that...
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Learn FileMaker Pro 19: The Comprehensive Guide to Building Custom DatabasesApress, 2021

	
		Discover how easy it is to create multi-user, cross-platform custom solutions with FileMaker Pro, the relational database platform published by Apple subsidiary Claris International, Inc. Meticulously rewritten with clearer lessons, more real-world examples and updated to include feature changes introduced in recent versions, this...
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Microsoft SharePoint 2010: Customizing My Site: Harness the Power of Social Computing in Microsoft SharePoint! (Business Skills)Microsoft Press, 2011

	
		Customize your implementation of My Site in Microsoft® SharePoint® 2010—and capture the enthusiasm for social networking in your organization. With this concise, practical guide, SharePoint expert Michael Doyle shows you how to modify key My Site features to meet specific business needs. You’ll learn how to apply...
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Core JavaServer Faces (Sun Microsystems Press Java Series)Premier Press, 2004
JavaServer Faces promises to bring rapid user-interface development to server-side Java. It allows developers to painlessly write server-side applications without worrying about the complexities of dealing with browsers and Web servers. It also automates low-level, boring details like control flow and moving code between web...
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